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CREATE
SPACE
POSSIBILITY
Turning
Space into
Opportunities
“Our vision is to help customers maximize
space functionality and aesthetics.
Appreciation, not sales figures, drives our
satisfaction.Working in partnership with our
customers, we strive to outfit unique spaces
using the best of furniture.”

Create Possibility
of Space
The name “Flexiplan Design” reflects the two key pillars of our brand.
“Flexiplan” has been both our company’s name and brand name for
36 years, and the name was inspired by the goal of setting up a
company that offers maximum flexibility for and compatibility with the
clients’ needs and satisfaction. We do not need to be a big company.
We are instead a streamlined organization that is responsive to the pace
and demands of big projects. We also conduct our business ethically we strictly adhere to transactions that are honest and transparent to
all stakeholders.
The name ‘Flexiplan’ today still rings true to who we are as it did on
the day the company was founded. Flexibility signified by the name
also applies to how we strive to continuously evolve and develop to
suit the increasingly challenging and diverse projects our clients
trust us to undertake.

The second part of our name, “Design”, is linked to the vision of the
company’s founder from day one. Initially our design was limited to good,
robust products. Currently, our design capability has expanded to include
design and decoration for entire projects,and from focusing on workplace
fitting to other types of space including residents, shops and educational
premises.The design arm of our business is a key strength that does
not only add value to our product manufacturing arm but also sets us
apart from our competitors. We are no longer just a manufacturer aiming
to produce quality goods; we are also a design service provider who can
offer maximum value in the products and services that we have expertise in.

We strongly believe that the design service, in addition to new product
development, is critical to responding seamlessly to the clients’ needs.
Flexibility in product design, choice of material,production method and
balance between product manufacturing and appropriate timeframe
regardless of ordered quantity is one of key goals. The other main goal
is to maintain flexibility in our job scope from the design phase to the
production phase,and in working in teams with other companies. In all,
these goals add to our ultimate objective of providing better service and
ensuring satisfaction of our valued clients.

Accumulated Experience
Experience from Furniture
Production to Space Design Services

1982

1991

2000

The
Beginning

A Pioneer in
Manufacturing
Technology

From Mass
Production to
Customization

Flexiplan Design Co.,Ltd was
founded by Mr. Bovornsakdi
Krisadaphong, architect and
product designer, as a small
furniture manufacturing and
export company with an
authorized capital of one
million Baht.

2005
Expanding
the Product
Range

2014

Present

AEC
Partnership

New
Showroom

Going Forward into
Space Design and
Utilisation

Flexiplan has extended itsinternational
partnership andbusiness connection
to the Asia-Pacific region and china
with the aim to exchange and co-develop
products, and cater for the growth in the
AEC and global market. Flexiplan’s main
partners are TaZ corporation,Sdn Bhd
(System Furniture manufactuer and
exporter based in Malaysia), and other
furniture manufacturers in the region.

Flexiplan open new showroom
to show customers more easily
accessible. Can see the actual
product preview.
There are standard test areas for
customers are interested in study
the product.

The continuous growth from a small workshop to
a modern factory with cutting-edge technology to a
project-based furniture manufacturer to an active
member of an international network has built Flexiplan
from a merchandise production company into an
end-to-end product and service provider of quality
furniture and space design.

2010

Text
Flexiplan had substantially grown
into a multimillion dollar company
that focused on ‘quality for efficiency’
in furniture manufacturing.
Flexiplan integrated technology and
machinery from Homag Group,
Germany, in its production line.
Flexiplan was considered among the
most innovative and progressive
furniture manufacturers at the time.

With full production capacily coupled
with expertise in project management
from the Managing Director, Mr. Senat
Chaiyakul, Flexiplan was able to
manufacture for many large-scale
projects.
The increased level of involvement in
large and complex projects led to the
move toward a more flexible way of
manufacturing. Flexiplan started to
focus on tailoring for each project
with customized rather than massproduced goods.

Flexiplan partnered with furniture
import companies that focused on
high-end European furniture as well
as invested in new product development.
Flexiplan also expanded the business
to manufacturing prefabricated timber
homes, ‘Baan Natura’.

We believe that our clients are our long-term patners.
We also strongly believe in approaching a project as
if it was our own, in having a shared goal, and in working
closely with our cilents to achieve a shared goal. With this
vision in mind, we strive to address challenges that are
present in nearly every project and suceed as a team.

DESIGN

WORK
LIFE

BUILD

LIVE
LEARN

Service
Space Planning
& Interior
Design

Furniture
Design
& Sourcing

Budget
Estimation &
Project Planning

We design space to achive
maximum usage. Our
experienced team uses 3D
presentation to assist with
design visualisation, and
provide high level of details
for beautiful interior design.
The objective is stunning space
that is achievable and within
required budget and timeframe.

We design furniture tailored
to our clients’ needs. We
also source locally and
internationally for furniture
each project needs.

We professionally provide
costing for a project right
from project inception to
prevent additional requests
for more investment. During
this process, we supply a
practical project plan in order
for our clients to have all the
information needed to
sign-off their projects.

Interior
Creation
Being flexible, we are ready
to organise subcontractors
for end-to-end interior creation.
We work closely with our
clients and our internal teams
to ensure smooth management
of any projects.

Furniture
Manufacturing

Installation
& Built-In

We manufacture our standard
furniture, made-to-order
furniture, and furniture our
clients design. We aim to
achieve exceptional standards,
on-time delivery, and flexibility
in the manufacturing process
that include flexible quantity of
products made and materials
used to make sure the client’s
expectations are met.

We have an experienced
team for on-site assembly and
built-in jobs. For bigger projects,
we provide a foreman to oversee
the project and coordinate with
the clients and Flexiplan’s
internal teams.

Every spaces
Companies these days are looking toward workplaces
that provide creative freedom and optimized results.
The design of the workspace impacts performance,
employee engagement and innovation.

Vibe
Vibe creates simplified solutions, productivity, versatility
and practicality while maintaining unique defined lines
and curved geometries designed to suit today’s modern
office space. With its all-steel components consist of leg
structure and beam support.

X-cept
X_cept is a square shape metal legs and frame that supports
a wide range of worksurface and finishes that could come with
simplified cable management

Products
From its humble beginning as a small furniture
production factory, Flexiplan has grown from
strength to strength into a cutting-edge design
and production house specializing in end-to-end
space design, space utilization, and space
outfitting. No project is too big or too small for us.

Executive Spaces
Executive range combines style with contemporary lines,
your ticket to a prestigious office environment that suits
your individual style and needs.

Stan
Stan provides the opportunity to create an atmosphere
that goes beyond appearance and achieves distinctive
architectural design language.

Tri_com
Clean-cut and simple design with a smooth triangular profile.
Designed with the floating effect for sense of lightness and
evokes a statement of elegance.

I_tis
Unique folding table mechanism allows to quickly set up or
rearrange multiple room configurations with the same table.

Axiz
Stan provides the opportunity to create an atmosphere
that goes beyond appearance and achieves distinctive
architectural design language.

Million
Evolving the personal workstation means better meeting the
needs of the individual. Within ther ow space people want privacy,
control, and the ability to easily interact with others when they
choose. Million desking solution help create the balance with
a clean and light architectural design statement.

Stan
In the day and age we live in, to provide a genuinely new design stimulus
for the merging of everyday living and work in their countless variations
requires a particular sensitivity to the balance between simplicity and
presence, as well asan intelligent interpretation of the relationship
between line, area and space.
Stan Provides the opportunit to create an atmosphere that goes beyond
appearances that achieves this all in one distinctive architectural design
language that communicates future oriented awareness.

Stan Architecturally designed desking system.
Stan desking achives this all in one distinctive architectural design language that
communicates future-oriented awareness.It’s hallmarks are: Design flexibility,
performance and environmental.

100 mm. dia mobile caster leg Cable management wire tray Fully adjustable CPU holder

Tri_com
In this contemporary and continuously evolving age we linve in, our daily
working environment has now evolved to require more effectiveness,
interaction, idea-sharing, and connectivity among team. Tri_com desking
offers the solution in the form or our complete and essential furninshing
that allows for individuals to work as a team and with enough privacy to
work individually uninterrupted.A clean-cut and simple design with a smooth
triangular profile, ard the features that define Tri_com desking system.
Originally designed with the floating effect for a sense of lightness without
forgoing the table rigidity, it evokes a statement of elegance.

T-Bracket

Height Adjust Leg

Single Clamp

25mm Glide Adjust

Struct

“EASILY ACCESSORY”
Apply Tri_com complete your furnishing with storage that is integrated with high-tech
functions. With easily accessible flip-up cover for wire management, it allows for tidy and
easy connection to your desktop or laptop.

Flip-up cover

I_tis
“I_TIS A HARMONIOUS FURNITURE
FORMS AND ELEMENTS THAT IS AT
ONE WITH ITS SURROUNDINGS”
I_tis is elegantly designed for flexible layouts, versatile and provides
a complete cohesive table product that allows user to maintain design
consistency throughout the office space. I_tis can be configured into
executive desking, meeting or configured table, discussion,and flip/nest
table. Designed with minimum components for easy installation,
disassembly and ever ready for recycling

FLIP & GO FUNCTIONALITY
VERSATILITY
Adaptable, sustainable, ready to work smarter
I_tis Flip/nest tables are designed to give
businesses the ability to quickly and easily
configure a room to meet demands from any
user group.

Vibe
“ARCHITECTURE SHOULD SPEAK
OF ITS TIME AND PLACE, BUT YEARN
FOR TIMELESSNESS”.
Pure and simple...Vibe desking is an office with a strong and determined character:
assential and rigorous lines in perfect harmony. Light and agile, Vibe is the ideal
solution for furnishing of shared working areas. Vibe’s rational design is favored by
details of style that enhance the purity of its shape. Vibe helps towards organizing
work in a punctual and precise manner, because tidiness and transparency are the
basic factors of its design philosophy.

Manager Office

Mobile pedestal 640 mm.

80 mm. dia glide

Meeting table

Lockable caster

40 mm. glide adjustment

Mastering complex content and structures leads to clear articulation of
thought; As Clear decisions make successful managers convincing,an open
mindset is visibly reflected in the furnishing style of Vibe: clean, simple lines
and transparency and the hallmarks of a self-confident corporation culture.

Axiz
“MODERN WORK SPACE ”.
Axiz creates simplified solutions, productivity, versatility and
practicality while maintaining unique defined lines designed
to suit today’s modern office space. With its all-steel
components consist of leg structure and beam support.

X_cept
“NOW EVERYBODY CAN BUY”
Simple but yet functional and practical, the X_cept ranges from
desking, benches to table design that optimiae the productivity
and effectiveness in today’s working environment.X_cept provides
solution to the modern workstyle, making efficient use of the
office space.
With its modular structure as well as universal laout, X_cept enable
you to design your office that matches today’s diverse ways of
working requirements.

X_cept_workstation
Workstations are designed to include
and element of modularity, multiple and
versatile setup arrangments can be done,
whether it is to facilitate just a functional
sharedworking space, or to evoke an
statement of elegance and tastefulness.

Millon
Evolving the personal workstation means better meeting the needs of the individual. Within ther ow space people want privacy,
control, and the ability to easily interact with others when they choose. Million desking solution help create the balance with
a clean and light architectural design statement.

FLEXIBLE AND EASILY
Million provides the power to create and recreate on the spot.
Million meeting and training tables are designed to give
businesses the ability to quickly and easily reconfigure a room
to meet demands from any user group the world over.

IDEA - SHARING
Idea-sharing and decision-marking take place everyday in the workplace.
Million designs allow conveinent exchange of ideas for various situations
such as training,discussion area - the elegant style of million creates a
lasting and professional impression.

3_COM LITE

MOD. 2

3_COM Lite panel system is th 30mm. thin panel designed
for the modern office workplace environment. The 3_COM Lite
flat-ended trim, thin and clean panel system which can be
configured in various palette of materials. The use of smart
connector system between the screens creates minimisation
of any visible connections.With configuration in freestanding,
mobile, hanging screen panel, sit-in or desktop-the possibilities
are endless,giving you the flexibility and freedom of creating a
more personalised workspace.

MOD.2 ,55mm. block & tile panel systems available
in both monolithic and seqmented tiles, that offers
simplicity, modularity and flexibility to meet the demand
of the contemporary workplace.Create a coherent
design across the workspaces, from collaborative
and semi-open space to private office cubicles,
possibilities are endless. MOD.2 panel systems are
ready for any future expansion and can be easily
reconfigurable,plus with the tile skin cover that can
be replaceable.

PARTITION P5
A Stretch of Tangible Imagination
Partition P5 creates an ideal workstation with
quality and standard materials, Perfectly organized
with proper equipments and functions. offers a
selection including alumimium panel in grey and
black colors that you can choose to meet with
your distinctive and personal workspace

Redefine your personal workstation, a balance workplace
that supports your business and culture. By having a lower
panel height cluster workstation, each member working in
their own space can focus on individual task while having
the sense of connecting with all colleagues for greater
collaboration.

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
“HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE A HARMONIOUS
FURNITURE FORMS AND ELEMENTS
THAT IS AT ONE WITH ITS
SURROUNDINGS”
Adjustable height of 75-125 cm to reach the appropriate height according to the Ergonomics.
Moving motion is a sitting or standing. To help you relax and work more effectively. Organize the
table easily. With a wire rack hidden under the table. Table top covered with melamine. Provides
a durable surface. Keep clean. And resistant to dirty stains.

PEDESTAL STORAGE
Cabinets in metal finishes through the process of shearing, bending, powder
coating & assembly are alternative to MFC storages. Competitive advantages
of Metal storages are durability, trendy, and enabling of colour matching to
other products.

White Silver

Black

Storage Metal will efficiently provide storage space for
your office and it fits perfectly various environments.
Topmost drawer

Middle drawer

Bottom drawer

WOODEN
STORAGE

Extensive Variation and Combination. You could choose
between open shelves, swing doors, lateral filing and even
with a personal locker for different usage and storage purpose.
Combining different types of storage unit can also be detached
or stack on giving you the flexibility to add additional storage
to the offiec environment.

PANTRY
C A B I N E T

Kitchen cabinets that suit you
and how you use your kitchen
will save time and effort every
time you cook. so you can
create your layout.

LIVING
C A B I N E T

Living room is you share the story.
So our living room furniture helps
you do that – with lots of ways to
show off the things you’ve done.
because sharing it all with your
favorite people is the best part.

TRUTHFUL PARTNERSHIP
Design | Custom made | Built-in
We focus on uncluttered and livable space that does not compromise on functionality for the residents.
Teamwork is a key to ensure the success of each project. We have capacity for total service from
designing, manufacturing standard and custom-made furniture,assembling, and after-sales service.
We also have Baan Natura,the unique pre-fabricated timber home range for clients who wish to live closer
to nature and are keen to build timber houses or use timber for decorative purposes at home.

INTERIOR CREATION
Restaurant | Retail Display
Being flexible, we are ready to organise subcontractors for end-to-end interior creation.
We work closely with our clients and our internal teamsto ensure smooth management
of any projects.

VESTA
VESTA is made and designed for the
everyday use. It’s simplicity can be
seen from its clamp shell design
back rest and seat base.

STANS

SOFA

The features just do not stop here, the backrest
and seat is designed to accommodate and
accustomed to your sitting posture, therefore
improve your seating comfort and enhance the
experience from long hours of sitting.

Made to order the sofa that you want. Include service. Sofa for
customers or customers have their own.Whether it be
a wooden sofa, fabric or leather sofa. Available in a variety
of materials and many styles as required.

CUSTOM MADE
With a contoured seat, coupled wiht a foot rest, this bar stool makes way for a
comfortable seating, whilst giving and organic, rustic and homely feel to the
setting in which it is placed.

CIRCULAR POD
Circula Pod

Frame made of MDF paneling sponge fabric. The inner wall is covered with Ekous Acoustic sheet, a distinctive
circular shape. Can be separated into a single unit for easy movement. Comfortable for sitting and meeting.

CREATE
SPACE
POSSIBILITY

